November 2020, Unit 2 Update

Dear Families,

in Lafayette School Corporation

Extend the learning at
home with a FREE Family Kit!
Create an account at
www.positiveaction.net/teach
to get access to the
Family Kit Activities

All of our Lafayette School Corporation K-8 students are participating in the Positive Action program and
we are hearing great things! Teachers are seeing their students become more self-aware and are
beginning to use the vocabulary in the program. We are happy that as we enter Unit 2, we are already
seeing positive skill building in our students. How can parents continue the learning and support
the Positive Action program in their homes?
Let your children know that you are interested in the Positive Action lessons they are learning. Ask questions about the
stories used in class. Let them tell you how they feel about it, and see if they have had something like that happen to
them. Share with them how you feel about the story also. Your interests can be a good way to let your children know
that you are interested in listening and talking to them.
Compliment your child when he or she acts positively at home. Don’t hesitate to make a “big deal” out of behavior you
want to see again and again. Ask how your child feels when he or she does something positive. Encourage your child as
you see improvements in behavior. You don’t have to give the child money or prizes. When you see your child doing
something positive, especially something you have talked about, show that you noticed. Tell him or her that you care.
For example say:
“I’m proud of you for getting your homework done before you watched television.”
“That was nice of you to play with your brother.”
“Thank you for putting your toys away.”
“You’ve done a nice job cleaning up your room."
“I noticed you almost yelled at your sister last night,
but you didn’t do it. I’m proud of you.”

Unit 2 is all about maintaining a healthy
mind and body. How can you encourage
healthy habits this winter?
Feel free to contact the Director of Social and Emotional Learning, Kathryn Parthun, with any
questions about the Positive Action program. Have a safe and healthy start to the holiday season!
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Words of the Week in Unit 2
Healthy: To be well or have good health
Wellness: To be totally healthy in body, mind, and feelings
Creative: To be able to make something new
Curious: Eager to learn how and why things happen
Challenge: A task that calls for special effort

How can I reinforce Positive Action
concepts from Unit 2 at home?
In this unit, students learn about taking good care of their bodies and
how to develop intellectual skills. The following are some possible
activities:
Set a good example in your physical and intellectual positive
actions; expect your children to follow closely in your positive
footsteps.
Help your child develop interest in a sport or activity. It may
start a lifelong commitment to exercise and conditioning.
Most community YMCAs offer inexpensive swimming lessons. LSC
is a Swim America location that offers swimming lessons at Jefferson
High School as well. It’s important, if possible, for every child to learn
to swim. It’s great exercise and a safety precaution, too.
Many people can enjoy jogging or aerobic exercise. Encourage your
child’s participation in sports to fill time he or she might otherwise
spend with television or other screen time.
Now may be a good time to learn more about nutrition. New
discoveries are made every day. Try to see that the food served in
your home represents a balanced, healthy diet, and keep junk food to
the minimum. Explain the different foods in a meal and what vitamins
they contain.
After your family has discussed it, ask your child to explain the
food guide, and then name foods in the meal from each group. Help
the child become aware of what foods are healthy in what ways and
which ones have little food value.
Show your own intellectual curiosity by reading and by talking
about things you read. Even if you child is old enough to read,
continue to read to him or her. If reading is a central activity in your
home, you can almost be certain that it will be important to your
child.
Discuss issues of the day. Give your child a sense of the complexity
of some issues. Include the entire family, and demonstrate that
talking about ideas is normal, interesting, and worthwhile.
Have everyone in the family memorize a poem, a humorous
reading, or a famous quotation. Let everyone recite the material
as sort of a family game. Memorizing is an important skill that often
gets overlooked in modern society. You can create opportunities for
your child and make memorizing fun.
Guide your child’s decision making. Be creative. Make up a
problem. Explain all the sides of the situation. Then, let your child try
to sort our all the issues and come up with a decision.
Practice problem solving using Positive Action’s “DecisionMaking & Problem-Solving Checklist” guideline. Seen to the left!
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SUNNYSIDE INTERMEDIATE

What is occurring in the Unit 2 Lessons?

Unit 2 centers on the physical and intellectual aspects of developing the whole self. The lessons emphasize some of the important positive
actions in the physical domain: eating nutritious foods, using good personal hygiene, avoiding harmful substances, exercising regularly,
getting enough sleep and rest, and avoiding illness. The unit also teaches important positive actions in the intellectual domain: gaining new
information, learning to solve problems, thinking creatively, improving memory, and being curious. These subjects are dealt with individually,
but are also demonstrated as an integrated process for learning. Positive people take good care of their bodies and minds. They experience
the satisfaction and stimulation of “wellness” in the fullest sense. They feel healthy and strong, and they are exited by ideas.
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.A “Let’s Be Well Rounded” poster is the initial stimulus for fifth graders to think about
their physical health. They are encouraged to sample healthy foods they haven’t tried
before, cut down on sugar, and think about having strong bodies for the long lives
ahead of them. They also begin a “Fitness Olympics” activity, designed to stimulate daily
exercise. In the intellectual arena, fifth graders are challenged to read four books they
haven’t read before, on four different subjects. They also exercise their minds by
memorizing, do an art project, solve riddles, discuss the value of school and learning,
and participate in a group decision-making exercise.

Sixth graders meet Stan and Scott, twins. Stan develops his sports ability and neglects
his education; Scott does the opposite. Eventually, they must learn to bring balance into
their lives. A story about the “Puffers” in the Habit Circus shows the dangers of habits
that harm our bodies. Adequate sleep, good posture, daily exercise and resistance to
peer pressure are among the subjects for discussion and activity. Frederick Douglass, the
slave who was whipped many times for teaching himself to read- but who persisted
anyway- is the model for intellectual curiosity and desire. Brent is the young man who,
rudely awakened to his own need for an education, finally does something about it. The
students are also introduced to good study methods.
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